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STDR
Singapore Therapeutics 

Development Review

• Singapore has made significant investments into the
biomedical sector, a high capital, high risk, yet high
returns endeavour

• Singapore is in need of more a) early-stage projects to
generate a pipeline of indigenous assets and b) talent
experienced in entrepreneurship to build critical mass
for the local biotech ecosystem

• The STDR aims to boost the quality and quantity of the
drug development pipeline and groom and support
scientists on their biotech entrepreneur journey

Background
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STDR: A competitive, commercially-driven process that aims to boost the quality and 
quantity of the drug development pipeline and groom and support scientists on 

their biotech entrepreneur journey

Scope

Small & large molecules, cell 
and gene therapies, platform 
technologies

Mentorship

Experienced guidance from 
leading entrepreneurs, 
innovators and/or VCs

Funding

Pre-Pilot: Up to S$100K
Pilot: Up to S$830K

Ecosystem Building

Bootcamps, symposia, training 
workshops/seminars to 
improve collective ecosystem 
knowledge

Pipeline

Number of awards per year to 
be boosted in RIE2025 
compared to in RIE2020

Outcome

Bring projects to the next 
value inflection point for 
translation and 
commercialisation (e.g.
biotech spin-off, partnership 
with industry)

Singapore Therapeutics Development Review (STDR) in RIE2025
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STDR awardees must commit to attending mentoring sessions with leading 
entrepreneurs and/or innovators (incl. VCs, biotech CEOs, experts from 
EDDC)

What will mentorship entail: Mentors will provide advice on matters relating to the 

developmental and commercial strategy, including marketing, business modelling and 

pitch practice/advice. Mentors may also potentially provide or facilitate access to venture 

capital networks and private funders. 

Note: The IP arising from the research project will be owned by the respective institutions per the grants T&Cs. Commercialisation/business 

development will be managed by institution IEOs. The STDR will support this effort through project management, mentorship and bootcamps.  

What is the intended outcome of the mentorship: Researchers who are exposed to 

venture creation and able to develop projects that are more VC-ready.

Meeting frequency: Mentors will minimally meet project teams 2-4 times a year to 

review progress and provide advice.

STDR Mentorship (new in RIE2025)
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STDR awardees must commit to attend bootcamps

Opportunity Matrix
Value Proposition
TPP
Roadmap
SMART Catalysts 
Mentors assigned to projects

Pilot Phase 1 Platform Projects:
SMART Venture Creation Bootcamp

Business Model
Financials
Team Building (locate CXO)
Business Plan
Pitch Deck
Fundraising
Mentors assigned to projects

Pilot Phase 2 Platform Projects:
SMART Venture Execution Bootcamp

E.g. Bootcamps by SMART on Venture Creation and Execution for Platform Projects:

Bootcamps
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Pilot
Phase 1#

Pilot
Phase 2 #

Up to $330K* Up to $500K*
Pre-Pilot#

Stream 1, 2

Up to $100K*

Direct 
submission 

to STDR Pilot

Or:

LOI → Full Proposal

Direct 
Full Proposal

Unlocking  of 
Phase 2 
funding

# The STDR (Pilot) is called twice a year, in ~Apr and ~Sep
The STDR (Pre-Pilot) is called once a year, in ~Sep

* Funding amount includes 30% overheads

Number of awards per year to be 
boosted in RIE2025

Outcome:

Downstream 
Development

Pre-Pilot Stream 1 (Target Validation)
Facilitated by EDDC as a continuation of the
Target Translation Consortium (TTC)

Pre-Pilot Stream 2 (Platform Development)
Facilitated by SMART

Overview of the STDR Pre-Pilot and Pilot Stages
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STDR 2022 (Apr) Launch Dates and Admin Notes

Call for Pilot Stage Letters of Intent (LOIs)
• 25 Apr 2022: Launch of 2022 (Apr) grant call on iGrants 
• 8 Jun 2022, 5pm: Deadline for submissions of LOIs

Admin Notes

• It is mandatory for all applications to be submitted and endorsed by the Host Institution's

Industry & Enterprise Office (IEO) and Director of Research (DOR).

• Principal Investigators (PIs) should hold at least a 0.7 FTE primary appointment in a

Singapore publicly funded research or tertiary institution.

• Exceptions to the above requirement will be considered on a case-by-case basis with the

submission of a waiver request, providing justifications for why the PI should be

considered despite not meeting the eligibility criteria.
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Call for Pilot Stage LOIs
on iGrants

Launch on 25 Apr 2022
→

8 Jun 2022 5pm Deadline

The Pilot stage aims to 
support more mature 
therapeutic projects that 
have more data and have 
already been validated to 
a certain degree, or 
already have a 
commercialisation plan.

Two stage review:

1. Letter of Intent
Review Panel (LRP)

• Shortlists proposals
for Full Proposal

2. Expert Review 
Panel (ERP)

• Evaluation of Full 
Proposals and 
Presentations

Approving 
Authority 
approves 
endorsed 
proposals

Implementing 
agency (IA) 

informs host 
institution of 

approval decision

IA issues Letter of 
Award (LOA) to 

awardee

Launch           Submission          Review                      Approval                Award               Post-Award 

Mentorship, 
bootcamps, 

active project 
management 

from STDR 
project 

managers

STDR 2022 (Apr) Pilot Stage Evaluation Workflow
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STDR Pilot Stage Evaluation Criteria

1. Research and Scientific Merit of Technology
a. Current Scientific Understanding and Target Validation
b. Quality of Research Conducted to Date
c. Potential as Platform Technology

2. Medical Need and Market Evaluation
a. Unmet medical Need and Current Market Size 
b. Research Differentiation
c. Competitive Landscape 

3. Development plans
a. Research Plan Feasibility

4. Commercialisation and Intellectual Property (IP)
a. Commercial Viability 
b. IP
c. Strategic Partnerships for Future Development 
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Contact us

Biomedical Research Council
Assistant Head

Tan_Yun_Xuan@hq.a-star.edu.sg

Dr Tan Yun Xuan

Biomedical Research Council
Assistant Head

Siti_Munirah@hq.a-star.edu.sg

Dr Siti Munirah

Website: 
https://www.a-star.edu.sg/Research/funding-opportunities/stdr

mailto:Tan_Yun_Xuan@hq.a-star.edu.sg
mailto:Siti_Munirah@hq.a-star.edu.sg
https://www.a-star.edu.sg/Research/funding-opportunities/stdr
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General Attributes of Strong Applications – Feedback from Panel Members (1)

Commercialisation strategy – Describe with specifics and context how the clinical asset 
will get to the patient or the platform will be scaled for commercial use. E.g. The business 
model, the possible partners, what has been done to promote or pursue tech transfers.

WHY? – Give a compelling reason for why the proposed work is relevant. E.g. addressing 
an unmet need in health care, or a versatile platform that can be used to derive multiple 
products.

WHAT? – Clarity in usefulness and value of the product or service.

WHO? – The TEAM is important and should be multidisciplinary as translating science to 
the clinic is a multidisciplinary effort.

TPP (Target Product Profile) – Describe what the product is, who will use it, the competitive 
advantage relative to the standard of care or alternative approaches, relative cost to 
alternatives, what problems must be avoided.

Roadmap – Identify the critical path of work, points of go/no-go decisions, and important 
value inflection points that demonstrate progress in success and reduction of uncertainty, 
readiness for commercialisation.
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General Attributes of Strong Applications – Feedback from Panel Members (2)

Platform Technologies

1. What are the critical attributes of the platform and how do they enable the user to do something 
that has not been done before or do it better (e.g. faster, lower cost, better quality, greater flexibility)

2. What is required to scale the platform to make it commercially useful

3. Identification of the risks and possible failure-modes

4. Examples, preferably with supporting data, of making multiple products or providing multiple 
services.

5. How does the platform fit into the value chain to provide a product or service and who is the 
ultimate user or payer

Single Asset Projects

1. Molecules showing efficacy against a validated target with strong hypothesis of MoA

2. Peer reviewed publications that provide scientific insight into prior work with the target and/or asset

3. Reasons to believe that the safety profile will be acceptable with results from or plan for toxicity study

4. Clarity of a path to initiate first in human use

5. Expected therapeutic impact should address an unmet need or provide a differentiated and 
significant benefit relative to the standard of care
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For Single Asset Projects: What makes a target attractive?

What are the panel members looking for?

Strong proposal with good research and data on a validated target

1. The target is unexploited, validated and involved in multiple diseases

2. Novel and druggable target which had been validated in vitro

3. Differentiation from current approaches and addresses unmet need

Areas of Concern

1. Role of target in healthy tissues (safety concerns)

2. Data not compelling enough (early stage and the mode of action 
is unclear as the data is mostly qualitative)

3. Target is too early in validation (not enough data linking target 
and indication) → May be more relevant for STDR Pre-Pilot Scheme

4. The target is already well-established with a product against it 
in the market 

5. Literature contradicts findings

6. The target has been known for some time but never piqued 
the interest of pharma/biotech

Degree of 
validation

Unmet 
medical 

need

Novelty
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Competition and Commercialization

What are the panel members looking for?

The project is clearly differentiated from current approaches and addresses unmet need

1. The indication represents an interesting field for industry 

2. Key market need with many approaches to treatment.  Proposed 
modality might have a faster regulatory path 

3. There are strong opportunities to create intellectual property (IP) 
with possibility of strategic partnerships in the future

4. A global market and many opportunities if the project was successful 

5. Although the competitive landscape is challenging, the mechanism of 
action proposed is novel

Concerns
1. If competitive landscape is challenging, the product would need to be truly differentiated 

2. The project is far-behind with similar products already in late stage clinical trials

3. The unmet need does exist but it’s an incredibly crowded space 

4. Need to develop a target product profile (TPP) that would be attractive to potential investors 

5. There are foreseen challenges in terms of commercial viability and cost

6. The team may not be able to have Freedom to Operate (FTO) 

Differentiation 
from 

competition

Unmet 
need

IP 
space
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How will the funds be utilized?

What are the panel members looking for?

1. The strategy proposed is realistic and feasible in terms of
budget and timeframe

2. Clear milestones and go/no-go decision have been established 

Concerns

1. Is the modality chosen the optimal one (small molecule vs large 
molecule vs NAT)

2. Why is the team not using existing tools to validate the approach (link 
target/pathway with indication)?

3. A screening campaign is proposed by the team: Why this library was 
chosen? Why the library chosen is small? What is the back-up plan?

4. The modality proposed is complicated and is challenging to develop 
within the budget and time allocated

Define desired 

outcome(s)

Gap analysis

Design workplan

Budget? Time?
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